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This report attempts to describe the work of the visual portfolio. It can be read concurrently with the visual work itself. 
See the sheet callouts in yellow. The project directory is found in a separate document which aims to describe the design 
realization of the portfolio work. 

1. Project Synopsis 
a. Brief / approach / method / precedent / client 

i. Astronomers essentially do just one thing. They attempt to separate a distant 
version of reality from their optical instruments and workflows. For the past few 
centuries, the contemporary architect has done almost exactly the same thing in 
design stages. We use optical tools such as our eyes, pencils, cameras, models, etc., to 
separate what we really want from what the tools really want. We’re bound to these 
tools because contemporary design stages deal with ocularcentric scaled space, 
proxy space, and other methods that are positioned at a distance far from the 
kinaesthetic reality that architecture ultimately exists within at 1:1.  This separation 
of reality from optical apparatus points to the persuasive and somewhat controlling 
elements of optical design tools. Flat, rectilinear paper persuades the orthographic 
plan and section in relation to our eyes, for example. There are innumerable 
persuasions to a designer within this optic world. Astronomers call these ‘the 
signature of the instrument’ and attempt to objectively separate them out from 
their subjects. Architects, however, treat them as implicit.  This project attempts to 
understand the common, implicit optical languages of the contemporary architect 
through a comparative study into the explicit world of astro-imaging, and agitate 
the perceptual realm which supports that common language. This agitation is put 
towards the redesign of the basecamp accommodation at the Very Large Telescope 
in Chile’s Atacama Desert, in design collaboration with the astronomers who live 
and work there, as a form of restoration. Restoration of the basecamp back to its 
optically inherent roots, and the restoration of optics as an involved agent in design 
workflows. 

b. Research Questions 
i. Studio 

1. Do optical design tools persuade architects to make certain design decisions 
outside of the kinaesthetic context of architectural space, and to what 
extent are these persuasions implicit or explicit? 

2. How does optical architectural design compare to explicit optical tools, 
proxies and methods used in the similar field of astro-imaging? 

3. What can this comparison infer regarding the persuasive nature of optical 
tools on architectural design? 

4. How can architectural optical tools become consciously generative and 
integral to the design of the 1:1 spaces they attempt to investigate and 
represent?  

ii. Fieldwork 
1. How do architects and astronomers conduct site photography? 
2. To what extent can explicitly objective methods of site photography in 

astro-imaging transfer to architectural site photography? 
3. What can be revealed regarding the persuasive nature of site photography 

on an architectural proposal’s reality(ies), by practicing explicitly 
objective astro-imaging site-survey techniques in architectural site 
photography? 

c. Site Overview 
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i. Sheet 2 (page 2 on your PDF software) 
1. Describes the site geography itself, with the proposal sited along the Pan  

American highway. This allows the proposal to serve not just the VLT, but 
future telescope sites in the area (owned by  ESO, on rented land from the 
government). It also introduces a filling station to the proposal, making it 
a stop not just for scientists metaphorically travelling between the earth 
and cosmos, but also for commuters across the most arid place on earth. 

ii. Sheet 3 
1. Proxy sites (see 1)a)). 

iii. Sheets 4-15 
1. The project takes a close look at the agency of optical tools in architectural 

design processes, such as a pair of eyes, a DSRL, and satellite imagery. 
These can all be simulated in render space. These drawings show 
constructed eyes, a 35mm DX format DSLR (very conventional) and 
TMA-earth-observing satellite (conventional in Google Earth)  that can 
function as actual cameras when simulated in render space. All 
orthographic drawings will be developed through these simulated eyes, all 
models photographed through the simulated DSLR, and all context plans 
photographed through the simulated satellite. Such simulations allow 
flexibility of research into the digital and analogue persuasions of these 
optical tools, and how they may be deployed in physical 1:1 space on 
site/how they record different versions of site reality. They align with the 
simulation methods found in astro-imaging, used to also understand the 
persuasions of astro-optical tools (what astronomers call ‘the signature of 
the instrument’). The latter portion of these sheets begins to test the 
simulated DSLR and analogue DSLR with optical subjects (distortion 
measures, chromatic aberration measures, etc). 

iv. Sheet 15 
1. Cataloguing the optical persuasions to a designer (me). These are not just 

phenomena such as aberrations, distortions and mistranslations, but how 
those phenomena may persuade a designer to make subsequent design 
decisions within ana architectural language. 

v. Sheet 16 
1. The width of Chile, printed on my wall at 1:208,000. This is the field of 

view presented to an observational TMA satellite. If one was to be floating 
in space, and looked down at earth, the dimensions of the world would 
appear as they do on the wall. This allows me to understand what is 
relevant to the project, contextually, via what is relevant to the satellite 
scale/my wall. 

vi. Sheet 17-19 
1. The pixel dimensions of the satellite surveys begin to persuade the massing 

of the proposal at around 1:2000. 
2. Core Drawing Set 

i. Sheets 20-24 
1. Drawing through the render eyes (known as Render Rigs (RR)). These are 

RROs (Render Rig Outputs). CCD overspill (found in astro-imaging) 
from the site surveys hint that the proposal spills out along the Pan-
American highway. Pencil line weights take up dimensionable space at 1:1, 
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allowing slivers of space for slivers of program. These are 1:500 on A0, 
1:200 on A0, 1:100 on A0, 1:50 on A0 and 1:20 on A0. 

ii. Sheets 25-32 
1. Design developments drawings still using the render eyes. Each drawing 

speaks to the next, but they can never truly align as the organic nature of 
the eyes, with all their aberrations, don’t allow alignment. These drawings 
range from 1:500 on A0 to 1:10 on A0. In the later sheets, the plans and 
sections are used to make military projection isometrics, and thus the 
evolution of optical persuasions continues. Each time the work is optically 
observed, it had the potential to unlock an optical persuasion on design in 
the next sheet. Every drawing/model becomes autonomous, but always 
referential to the  wider set. There is no singular reality of the project. 
These isometrics can then be used to construct within 3D model space. 

3. Technical Focus (Material Order) 
a. Sheets 33-41 

i. This is a concrete framed structure, with rammed earth blocks as secondary 
structure and timber used as detailing from the rammed earth formwork. High 
thermal mass is key for diurnal temperature swings, and much of the material must 
be made on site (rammed earth, timber formwork  re-use) due to the remote site 
location and interest in lowering the embodied carbon per built kg. There is a mains 
supply of water for concrete and rammed earth. Steel is used as a reinforcement of 
much of the primary structure due to seismic activity. Earth materials such as 
concrete and RA are commonly reinforced with steel/timber in the local area for 
this reason. These sheets also deal with the idea of architectural model as optical 
tool (since they exist to serve the eyes and DSLR (because they are scaled objects, 
outside of kinaesthesia)). As such, the differences between a 1:1 construction of a 
bathroom fragment, and its 1:20 model are studied. Tolerances differences across 
the spaces cause light leakages, forming apertures. Note that the 1:20 model is made 
from the 1:20 drawing on sheet 24. The architraves are doubled, as persuaded by the 
stereoscopic render eyes used to make the drawing. 

b. Sheets 42 – 52 
i. The drawing set now informs the construction of a 1:500 model. This is crucially 3D 

printed, meaning its 3D digital model can be rendered using the render DSLR, and 
its identical (or  close-to) physical version can be photographed using an analogue 
DSLR. This means the model can be placed almost perfectly on the digital site (see 
the red outlines of the actual location of the 1:1 model in the site), and the 1:500 
model can be aligned and rendered in front of the red 1:1 model on sheet 42. Using a 
process of registration marks drawn onto the model, the physical 1:500 model can 
then be taken onto site and photographed as to simulate the original placement in 
render space. This is done for a further two fragment models (at 1:100 and 1:20).   
The latter pages show generic DLSR optical charts that should deployed on site in a 
more generic sense to understand the presentation of the site alone to the camera. 
The comparative analysis of these photographs, simulations and various context  
maps should describe the persuasions of site photography on design development. 
This is a brief summary of a portion of the fieldwork methods. See fieldwork 
research questions at the top of this document. 

c. Sheets 53-56 
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i. These sheets are the latest design development documents at the time of writing. 
Sheet 53 is the ground floor plan, sheet 54 the 10th floor, sheet 55 a section through 
the circulation cores, and sheet 56 a context plan of the ground floor on the site. 
1.200 plans/section on A0, and a roughly 1:500 context drawing on A0 as taken by 
the render satellite. Note this context plan shows the ground floor plan as drawn 
through the render eyes, then placed on the site and recorded by the render 
satellite. Meaning, to get a sense of the ‘actual’ context plan this drawing must be 
distortion ‘corrected’ first to get rid of the satellite distortion and then again to get 
rid of the eyes distortion.  The actual scale of this drawing is not as important as the 
idea that it is scaled such that one pixel equals 500mm in represented space, equal to 
the resolution of a TMA earth observing satellite. This is the highest quality of these 
satellites, used to observe finer details, as opposed to the rougher pixel qualities of 
15m per pixel as found in sheet 18. 

ii. The plans and sections derive from software that constructs the .gcode for the 1.500 
3d printed file, a crucial optical persuader of design development. The software 
turns 3D objects into that which are only optically relevant by focusing only on the 
scaled surface conditions of the print. That which is important only to the eye. 

 


